
Hue Value
Hue IS color. Amount of light reflected from a hue.

If a color contains more white it will be
of a lighter value, if it contains more
black or grey, it will be of a darker value.
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Color Schemes



Color Schemes
(relationships of colors on the the color

wheel and how they help to
define and/or strengthen

composition)



Monochromatic
mono = one / chroma = color



complementary analogous triad





















Characteristics of Color





Warm Colors



Cool Colors







Spectral Colors



Recreating spectral colors is nigh impossible!
Therefore we get OVERTONES

Golden Yellow Lemon Yellow



Golden Yellow Lemon Yellow







Saturation refers to the relative purity of a color.

The closer it looks to the ideal spectral hue (as from the light refracted in a prism), the
more saturated it is.

more saturated less saturated



Saturation is the measure of light reflected (or emanating) from a color.

The colors at the ends of this progression of saturation are the most illuminated.
They can be said to illuminate from within or they reflect more light to our eyes.
Another way of thinking about saturation is by describing it as vibrancy.



Prismatic Colors are those that are the closest possible to the ideal or spectral
colors that is possible in physical reality.

Muted Colors are prismatic colors with either grey, black, or white added to it,
to create a less saturated hue.

Chromatic Greys are even more muted/less saturated than Muted Colors by the
addition of even more grey, black, or white. Chromatic Greys essentially look
like grey tones with an overtone of a certain color.

Achromatic Greys have no color overtones and are totally desaturated.

Prismatic Color
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Grey
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Context, or the color or colors a hue is juxtaposed with can change the sensation
of inherent light in a hue -- meaning, it can alter its saturation.







Color Temperature













Vincent Van Gogh  •  Wheat Field with Cypress  •  1889



Paul Klee  •  Ancient Sounds  •  1925



Henri Matisse  •  The Red Studio  •  1911 Henri Matisse  •  Harmony in Red  •  1908-09



Henri Matisse  •  The Dance  •  1909-10
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